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Abstract

A significant problem common for di↵erent domains of applications is an issue of obtaining and keeping an influ-
ential position in the respective social media society. In this paper a new approach is proposed based on the analysis
of roles of users in groups identified within society. Three di↵erent dimensions of user behavior are considered as
key elements of these roles: their activity, influence and cooperativeness/competition. Taking into account measures
describing these dimensions, a set of roles characterizing behaviors of users in groups is formulated.

We propose an original set of roles with their justification in sociological models, develop an easy extendable
model of a social system and conduct experiments to allow us to define patterns describing stability and variability of
given roles as well as statistics of transitions in time between these considered roles. To define the roles, we took into
account di↵erent features of user interactions, both quantitative and qualitative. We propose an integrated approach to
the analysis of role changes in the context of group evolution. We consider behavior of users in groups with di↵erent
sizes and di↵erences between them. We also analyse the stability of individual roles players by users in groups and
often occurring transitions between individual roles. The obtained results, interpreted also from the sociological point
of view, allow the formulation of general recommendations on which behaviors of users could ensure achieving and
maintaining influential roles in social media. The most frequent patterns of transitions between roles are identified
and significant similarities between them for two considered blog portals are described. The approaches and methods
of analysis presented in the paper may be applied to support decisions leading to obtaining and maintaining influential
positions in social media, which may be useful for the promotion of goods and services, leading business or political
campaigns.

Keywords:

1. Introduction

Nowadays, di↵erent forms of social media (social networking, blogs, forums, microblogging, bookmarking sites,
social news, media sharing) have become an important source of knowledge regarding human behavior and processes
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taking place among their users (Agarwal and Liu (2009), Benevenuto et al. (2009), Kumar et al. (2013), Zafarani et al.
(2014), Teh et al. (2015), Chang et al. (2017), Hromic and Hayes (2018)). Research on the activities of individuals5

in social networks, including social media, allow the learning of the mechanisms that influence the organization of
modern societies by identifying actors playing an important role in maintaining the stability of patterns of information
flow in social networks. As a result, it makes it possible to discover the impact of individual interaction patterns
on society organization (Makagon et al. (2012)). It is important to understand rules of behavior of the social portal
which are consequences of actions performed by a population of users on the portal. What we are going to be10

particularly interested in is the identification of influential roles that exist within the realm of social media. This
requires determining users with social impact.

In recent years, the dynamic development of social media has increased the interest of researchers in the subject
of the social impact of individuals on the immediate environment. The analyses carried out in this trend refer to the
identification of influential users in online groups (Kempe et al. (2003); Kim and Han (2009); Kimura et al. (2010)).15

This is important because influential individuals can play key roles in disseminating information, thereby influencing
the opinions and views of other group members (Eirinaki et al. (2012)).

Factors a↵ecting individuals in virtual social networks are very similar to those in real life and have existed
before the emergence of the Web 2.0 technology that enables communities to form in the Internet space (Libai et al.
(2010); Eccleston and Griseri (2008)). Thus, this allows referring similar analytical categories to the identification of20

influential individuals in both real and virtual world. In the real world, we consult di↵erent people in terms of their
views and opinions on various topics. In the virtual, such a role is played by community sites; we use advice and
recommendations posted on blogs when buying brand-specific products, selecting a movie, and seeking information
or advice on current fashion trends. Users whose posts are known and frequently chosen by network users can be
described as influential bloggers (Agarwal et al. (2012)). They play a key role in disseminating information (Varlamis25

et al. (2013)). They can exert a significant influence on the course of political, social and marketing campaigns by
spreading their opinions, views and comments supporting new products or ideas (Farrell and Drezner (2007); Kempe
et al. (2003)).

Users interact with one another locally, and as a result of these activities, groups are formed. In many publications
the groups may also be called “communities”, in this paper we decided to use the term “groups”. Each user may30

belong to numerous such groups, behave di↵erently in each of them and play di↵erent roles. The relations between
users in social media may significantly change over time, so it is important to consider this in the analysis. These
changes may also cause the reorganisation of existing groups in society. An active or influential member of a group in
a given time period may later lose their significant role as a result of various conditions. It might be useful to discover
the factors that decide whether a given user will keep their important role during a longer period of time.35

1.1. Research goal and main contribution

The goal of the work is to understand the rules of behavior of the influential users in the social media systems in
the context of the evolution of their behavior and the stability of the identified features of the users. We describe the
behavior of the users in groups, to which they belong to, using a set of roles which are assigned to them. We identify
how the influential users di↵er among themselves and what is an impact of these di↵erences on the stability of their40

behaviors and rules describing their changes.
An important original contribution of this work is a holistic view of the problem of roles performed by users

in groups and the evolution of these roles over time. There are other papers on these issues, which, however, deal
with the evolution of groups and the evolution of roles separately. To our best knowledge such detailed analyses of
the evolution of user roles in groups, and in particular the frequency of transitions between roles in time had not45

been made so far. The novelty of the research presented in the article is to show how the factors such as influence,
cooperation and user activity that a↵ect the roles and positions of the individual in groups are used together to identify
roles of users and to show how they change over time.

We assume that to understand the rules of user role evolution in groups it is important to identify the most common
transitions which occur between roles over time. We believe that so far this problem has not been so thoroughly and50

comprehensively analyzed. In this paper the most frequent patterns of transitions between roles on two di↵erent social
media portals are identified and significant similarities between both these cases are described. We also identified
which roles are more frequently maintained by the users and which change easier to other roles. These observations
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may have a significant practical meaning while trying to prepare politics for the user how they should behave to gain
significant importance or a position with given features in groups in social media. Meanwhile, this is related to a55

significant problem how the user in social media should behave to obtain or maintain an influential position in the
group.

Our original contributions consists of the following, more detailed elements:

• We propose an original set of roles with their justification in sociological models allowing us to di↵erentiate
users considering their especially important characteristic dimensions (levels of activity, influence and cooper-60

ativeness/competition), we decided to base the representation of roles on these three dimensions assuming that
they are especially important for the classification of the most essential characteristics of user behavior in social
media.

• We develop an easy extendable model of a social system, considering di↵erent roles assigned to users and infor-
mation about transitions between roles, specify precisely described elements of the system and links between65

them, a development of such a model facilitates choice of the experimental scenarios and their interpretation,
identification of considered states of the system and dependencies between elements which need to be analyzed.

• We conduct experiments to allow us to define patterns describing stability and variability of given roles –
chances of obtaining the given role or chances of keeping or obtaining an influential role. We then can draw
conclusions about which behaviors give a significant chance of promotion and which give a high level of70

safety/security to maintain their influential roles.

• We find temporal patterns of frequent transitions between roles of users on the social portal. It helps to elaborate
on the right strategies that allow the achieving of su�ciently significant influence in society, which may be used
later in di↵erent ways, such as business (promotion of products or companies) or political marketing (promotion
of politics or political ideas).75

The study of social roles and their interrelationships as well as the factors a↵ecting their positions in the Internet
space is of great importance for the development of social sciences. By conducting analyses deriving from the classical
sociological concepts of social roles, it is possible to get to know the structure of online communities (Agrawal et al.
(2003)). Previous studies of social roles adopted by actors in online communities show that there is a relationship
between the roles of individuals and the structure of the whole group (Agrawal et al. (2003), Herrmann et al. (2004)).80

This is due to the fact that the analysis of social roles makes it possible to detect behaviors based on cooperation
or competition in networks (Golder and Donath (2004)). It also allows the discovery of mechanisms of internal
dynamics in online communities and factors a↵ecting changes in position in online groups (Rullani and Haefliger
(2013)). As a result the research that is based on the concept of social roles show mechanisms that contribute to a
better understanding of the functioning of online communities and groups and the processes that take place within85

them that a↵ect the formation of their structure (Benamar et al. (2017)). The analyses presented in the article are part
of the research on the significance of the roles of actors in the blogosphere in the context of their activities. Thanks
to this, they contribute to a better understanding of the processes related to the functioning of the social space of the
Internet, because they enable to learn about factors that allow an individual to perform influential roles in the online
community.90

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce areas related to the analysis of user
behavior in groups identified in social media . Section 3 explains our methodology of social media analysis with the
identification of groups and roles of users, taking into consideration their evolution of time. Section 4 covers concepts
of role dimensions and role description. In Section 5, a social system model is presented. The analyze of obtained
results is described in Section 6, where we also discuss the datasets and methodology of experiments. Finally, we95

conclude the work and discuss open issues and future directions in Section 7.

2. Related work

We start this chapter with the description of the novelty of our approach and di↵erences between the method
presented in this paper and the works published so far (Section 2.1).
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Subsequent sections contains the research domain overview and cover selected problems of social network analysis100

(such as the specific features of the blogosphere and the problem of identification of groups - Section 2.2) and after
focuses on the discussions of the notions strongly related to the subject of our work, such as influence (Section 2.3),
activity (Section 2.4) and cooperativeness (Section 2.5), which are used after to develop definitions of roles introduced
in Section 4, the overview is finished by the section with the discussion of social roles (Section 2.6).

2.1. Novelty of our work in the context of existing research105

We believe that in order to understand user behaviors on social networks, due to their large size and very diverse
nature of interactions among users, e.g. discussion topics in the case of blog portals, an analysis of roles at the level
of the whole community has significant limitations and does not su�ciently reflect actual tasks/behaviors of the user.
Analyzing user roles at the level of individual groups may be more useful for such purposes. We are interested in
determining how stable these behaviors are in the groups and describing frequent patterns that can be followed by110

changes in these behaviors. We have acknowledged that it is useful to consider three dimensions of user behaviors to
identify roles: influence, activity, and willingness to cooperate understood as the engagement in commenting on the
content shared by other users, not only on one’s own content. While reviewing the research areas which fall within
the scope of our work, we did not notice any papers that would focus on the problem defined in this way. While
there are numerous works that identify groups, there are very few that study transitions of roles in groups in time,115

and those which do so are limited to an analysis of stability only (Rossi et al. (2013)). The authors raise their own
issue of the significance of such research (Pei et al. (2019)). However, these works use a completely di↵erent way of
identifying roles from the one we have adopted (Rossi et al. (2013), Abnar et al. (2014), Rossi and Ahmed (2014),
Arockiasamy et al. (2016), Pei et al. (2018)), as they perform an analysis of similar neighborhood configurations based
on association matrices. Although this approach has some advantages, it also has important limitations related to the120

di�culty of providing explanations of the role definitions, except for very classic cases (a star, a bridge, etc.) (Pei
et al. (2018)). In our approach, roles are precisely defined and interpreted in relation to these three basic dimensions
considering their significance in the blogosphere community. Moreover, to our knowledge there are no papers (except
(Abnar et al. (2014))) in which roles are analysed taking into account the specificity of the given social medium.
We carry out an analysis of transitions between all the roles under consideration. We found only one paper on the125

joint analysis of the roles and community (Pei et al. (2019)), but a di↵erent role identification method based on the
neighborhood matrix is used there. The paper does not contain any analysis of role dynamics, role transitions or their
stability.

To define the roles, we took into account the much greater complexity of the interaction, both quantitative and
qualitative then the work presented in the papers described in previous sections. We propose a much more integrated130

approach to the analysis of role changes in the context of group evolution. We consider behavior of users in groups
with di↵erent sizes and di↵erences between them. We also analyse the stability of individual roles players by users
in groups and often occurring transitions between individual roles. Understanding the mechanisms of influence on
position in social networks plays an important role in social analysis and allows us to understand the actions taken by
social actors online. The phenomenon of activity in the blogosphere we are analyzing is currently an important stream135

of research that allows you to learn about the next dimensions of the Internet social space.
The novelty of our study is the combination of the two so far separately analysed structural aspects of online

communities. In the analyses conducted hitherto, the researchers have either focused on detecting leadership roles
characterized by a high degree of influence on others (Johnson et al. (2015)), or focused on examining the level of
involvement in the functioning of these communities depending on their roles (Benamar et al. (2017), Rullani and140

Haefliger (2013)). The purpose of our research is both to discover the influential roles and to show the factors that
a↵ect the internal dynamics of online groups. This will allow a more comprehensive and holistic presentation of the
mechanisms a↵ecting the structure of the online community.

2.2. Selected aspects of social media analysis

A popular category of social media are blog portals. They contain posts and comments written by their users. Posts145

are usually longer texts concerning specific topics, often having a title and a list of tags written by their authors. Other
users may express their opinions regarding posts by writing comments. Comments relate to posts or other comments
and are usually much shorter than posts. The comments written by users constitute a social network of interactions
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between them. Each comment creates a link from its author to its addressee or if such a link exists, increases its
weight. Such a network can then be analyzed using algorithms and tools o↵ered by the social network analysis150

domain (Hanneman and Riddle (2005); Newman and Park (2003); Wasserman and Faust (1994)). Numerous studies
on the specifics of online social networks and blogs have been conducted identifying their specific characteristics,
such as the existence of well-defined groups. The features of online social networks, such as Small World e↵ect
and scale–free property, are analyzed in Heidemann et al. (2012) explaining how they influence a behavior of such
networks.155

In Benevenuto et al. (2009), the authors claim that about 80% of interactions concern directly connected friends,
which means that usually users of social media have a limited number of constant partners for discussion/interactions,
to whom they devote the most attention. Such local interactions play an important role in building social groups. Find-
ing social network groups is fundamental in understanding the properties of the whole network and better understand-
ing human behavior. From a social perspective, a group is a collection of individuals who have been communicating160

for some time. Individuals forming a group interact or have the ability to interact with any other individual belonging
to the group (Homans (1950)). The emerging and existing groups on-line can be defined in the same way (Gritsenko
(2016)). What di↵erentiates groups from random sets of individuals is the existence of intra-group structures, based
on the exchange of information, which are the e↵ect of adopted roles that translate into the positions held in the group
in terms of impact on its members.165

It is di�cult to give one accepted formal definition of a group, because of strong relationship discovering groups
with the nature of the data and applications (Tennakoon and Nayak (2019)). In most studies (Fortunato (2010),
Parthasarathy et al. (2011)), the group is treated as a set of densely connected nodes with very few connections
with the nodes not belonging to a given group. There are many division of methods for groups discovery, e.g.,
finding overlapping or disjoint groups, hierarchical/non-hierarchical, deterministic/non-deterministic. The significant170

example of the algorithm which extracts overlapping groups is the Clique Percolation Method (CPM) (Palla et al.
(2005)), which main relies on the idea that communities consist of several fully and densely connected subgraphs
defined as k-cliques (k - number of nodes in the subgraph). A k-clique community is defined as the union of all
k-cliques that can be reached from each other through a series of adjacent k-cliques (two k-cliques are adjacent if
they share k-1 nodes). Other examples of overlapping approaches are DEMON (Coscia et al. (2012), Coscia et al.175

(2014)) (each node is asked to vote for the communities present in its local view of the network), COPRA (Gregory
(2009)) (based on label propagation approach), OSLOM (Lancichinetti et al. (2011)) (based on statistical significance
of clusters and hierarchy). Examples of solutions working on non-overlapping groups are algorithms proposed by
Girvan and Newman (Girvan and Newman (2002)) or Louvain method (Blondel et al. (2008)) (based on modularity
organization and hierarchy).180

Recently, there are more and more studies treating the group as a set of nodes with similar interests (Hromic and
Hayes (2018),Tennakoon and Nayak (2019)) (semantic based approach, functional communities). A very compre-
hensive overview of existing methods has appeared and advanced taxonomy was proposed (Azaouzi et al. (2019)).
The author recognized the need for distributed processing so the existing approaches divided into two groups: cen-
tralized and distributed community detection. In both groups, the algorithms are divided into two additional groups:185

community detection based only on structural partition and on both structural and semantic partition.
Because of the dynamic nature of social media (Fu (2019)) (users appear and disappear, add their posts and

comments, change a�liations to groups, and change their roles in groups), it makes sense to follow the group’s
life cycle and the changing roles of users belonging to it (Nath and Roy (2019)). In Greene et al. (2010) general
strategy of analysis of dynamics of groups was presented. In each time slot the groups are extracted and then groups190

from neighboring slots are matched (e.g., by calculating Jaccard index between these groups). We proposed (Gliwa
et al. (2012b)) Stable Groups Change Identification (SGCI) algorithm which contains some improvements. Important
aspect during analyzing the dynamics of groups is the identification of events that occur in the groups lifecycle. The
set of events varies in di↵erent methods. Palla in Palla et al. (2007) proposed basic events than can appear: growth,
contraction, merging, splitting, birth and death. Good survey of the network and groups evolution may be found in195

Spiliopoulou (2011), Aggarwal and Subbian (2014).

2.3. Users influence

In many social media, influential users may a↵ect others, for example by writing posts that are frequently com-
mented on by others and writing comments to other posts. Claims in Stephen et al. (2010) show that people have
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limited ability to influence others. This is due to the fact that although highly connected people have a big impact200

on their immediate environment, it is also likely that they can not spend much time communicating with everyone in
their neighborhood. As a result, the power of influence of these people is decreasing in the total number of people
belonging to their neighborhood (Katona et al. (2011)). This shows that maintaining an influential position in the
group requires focusing on building of broad social relations within the group and focusing on a small number of
people. This allows to keep the intensity of contacts.205

Identification of influential users of social media, (e.g., bloggers) becomes more important, as they may have a
significant role in formulating political programmes and discussing social issues, and can shape consumer purchasing
decisions (Agarwal et al. (2008)). Previous research aiming at identifying influential social media users can be divided
into four basic categories.

The first one focuses on the identification of influential users of blogging platforms (Agarwal et al. (2008); Akri-210

tidis et al. (2009); Cai and Chen (2012)) to discover the factors that make some bloggers being considered influential.
The researchers focused on the analysis of blogger’s activity in relation to their other characteristics. That allowed
us to show the key factors in having a social impact. In the paper (Cai and Chen (2012)) the authors are focusing on
features such as the level of recognition of posts and the activity generated by them measured by the number of com-
ments appearing under entries and the number of external links leading to them. To determine influential bloggers,215

next to the activity generated by entries, the nature of the posts sent, their novelty and eloquence was also taken into
account - determined on the basis of the length of entries (Agarwal et al. (2008)). Influential users were also identified
by the recognition of their posts determined by the number of comments and external links to their entries in relation
to the time in which their entries gained popularity (Akritidis et al. (2009)).

The second approach allows the identification of influential network users, taking into account the nature of the220

content published by the user, highlighting its “novelty” (Song et al. (2007)) or taking into account the two factors of
popularity and activity (Eirinaki et al. (2012)). The essence of this research is to link the activity of social network
users and the specific characteristics of the spread content, to build models which facilitate such an analysis, e.g.,
investigating both the similarity of users creating specific groups and the structure of links placed on their accounts
(Weng et al. (2010)). A number of research approaches and models used to identify influential bloggers and to explore225

the factors that enable the influencing networks have been presented in Khan et al. (2017), that analyzed the models
for identifying influential network users in the literature, which is not an easy task and requires considering many
additional aspects of the analyses.

The third research perspective focuses on determining how information spread through social networking sites.
Studies in this trend analyze the impact of blogging and social platforms on political and consumer behavior (Domin-230

gos and Richardson (2001); Berry and Keller (2010); Kempe et al. (2003); Gillin (2007)). This also includes research
to determine the impact of advertisements placed on social networks (Kenneth and Yang (2011)), as well as studies
of the way in which information is distributed in the blogosphere, that can be analyzed by adopting a model of the
spread of infectious diseases (Gruhl et al. (2004)). Other works focus on reconstructing psychological factors that
could identify influential content by measuring the impact of entries on the intensity of the emotional and cognitive235

responses of the recipients (McNeill and Briggs (2014)).
The fourth trend of research focuses on identifying influential blogs by analyzing which sites and social platforms

influence both the outside world and the blogosphere itself (Gill (2004); Anderson (2006)).

2.4. Activity of users

Activity is related to the e↵ort a user puts in to get an influential position. In the blogosphere, this e↵ort is240

to a significant extent related to activity by writing posts and comments. In addition, this e↵ort also includes time
spent reading posts and comments, some of which may be later subjects of future comments written, but for the
simplicity of the model this factor might be omitted. In various published statistics of social media popularity (e.g.
Patel et al. (2011)), activity is often identified with the number of visits of di↵erent users on a given portal social
networks (Płuciennik (2013)). For our needs a more detailed description of the activity is necessary – considered most245

significant actions performed on the blog portal. In order to determine it, one can take into account the number of
posts and comments written, and perhaps also their characteristics (size, semantic structure, etc.).

In Vaca Ruiz et al. (2014) the dynamics of microblog users’ activity in relation to the attention that this activity
aroused in the community is studied. Activity was described by the numbers of written posts and comments. In Long
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et al. (2015), the relationship between user activity on the portal and the defined set of metrics describing structural250

features was examined, while in Benevenuto et al. (2009) various user activity profiles were studied taking into account
a set of defined metrics. The research were carried out also to identify clusters of users with similar activity profiles
on social networks (Hozhyi and Lamiroy (2017)). Another direction of research, where activity in social media is
represented and analysed, is a prediction, the activity was predicted e.g. using a modified logistic regression method
(Zhu et al. (2013)). A high activity of bloggers allows them gaining of recognition, which may be also a prerequisite255

for recognizing an individual as a member of a group (Bion (2003)). With respect to bloggers, the recognition is
related to the activity on the portal and the greater it is, the more recognizable the blogger becomes.

2.5. Cooperativeness of users

Cooperative behavior of given users assumes that they focus on strengthening social relationships through their
actions. In this case, bloggers will comment on posts of other bloggers in order to strengthen their position and develop260

relationships. The opposite way to play a role is competition, which leads to focusing on achieving the highest position
by the actor. Bloggers post content and comment only on their own posts to achieve their intended individual goal of
maintaining an influential position within the group. In this sense, the nature of the activities undertaken by bloggers
is due to the structure of communication within the group. Previous analyses show that the communication structure
exerts an influence on the way the group operates, and therefore is an important constituent of positions in groups.265

On-line communication – which may be referred to the way bloggers communicate, recognizing that decentralized
content is based on a large number of comments from other users of the portal and builds relationships and satisfaction
from such contact, while centralized content serves to maintain a high profile in the blogger group (Gritsenko (2016)).

2.6. Roles analysis

The concept of social role has been the subject of analysis from the beginning of the twentieth century, which270

underlines the importance of the problem. But there is no single definition, because the meaning of this term is
broad and definitions largely dependent on the application. In sociology and psychology, social roles are treated as
„cultural objects that are recognized, accepted and used to accomplish pragmatic interaction goals in a community”
(Gleave et al. (2009)). In role theory, roles are defined as „those behaviors characteristic of one or more persons in a
context” (Biddle (1986)). In turn, in the network analysis, a role is identified as a position that has a distinct pattern275

of relations to other positions (Wasserman and Faust (1994)). In social media, a definition of a role that seems to be
most appropriate treats it as a set of characteristics (relevant metrics) that describe behavior of individuals and their
interactions between them within a social context (Junquero-Trabado and Dominguez-Sal (2012)). Now this problem
is dealt with by scientists from many disciplines and the methods of machine learning and data mining are included.

One can distinguish several approaches for identifying social roles (Zygmunt (2018)). The oldest one is based280

on equivalence classes (Wasserman and Faust (1994)), where the most appropriate is regular equivalence. Another
approach is based on the identification of the core and periphery structure (Borgatti and Everett (2000)) where role is
assigned based on membership of a particular area. In approach based on clustering feature vectors, each person is
represented by a vector of some of the features that represents its behavior and relationships with the other members
of the community and such vector can be clustered, so that people with similar characteristics are placed in one group.285

Taking into account the character of social media, identifying a role as a set of characteristics that describe behavior
of individuals and their interactions between them within social context, seems to be most appropriate (Junquero-
Trabado and Dominguez-Sal (2012); Zygmunt (2018)). Recently, in Rossi and Ahmed (2014) an interesting taxonomy
of role discovery methods was proposed: graph-based (based on equivalences, computed directly from the graph,
without taking into account any features), feature-based (graph is transformed into a feature representation and a290

role is assigned using node equivalence to a feature representation) and hybrid (combines the advantages of both
approaches). The most popular representative of graph-based role discovery method is blockmodel (Doreian et al.
(2004)). Forestier et al. (2012) reviewed the approaches to role mining in social network. He categorized the roles on
explicit and non-explicit. Explicit roles are defined a-priori and are calculated based on specific criteria and methods.
Non-explicit roles are identified by using unsupervised approach (most often clustering) (Labatut et al. (2014)).295

Due to the fact that today’s societies are organized from many diverse groups, both real and virtual, it is also
important to define social role through determining the social position individuals occupy in social networks, in
addition to the behavior of individuals, expectations towards them and patterns and principles of fulfilling their roles.
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This requires taking into account their a�liation to the groups in which they participate (Abnar et al. (2014)). It
also allows us to clarify the dynamics of the individuals social activities and behaviors that are changing under the300

influence of roles played by individuals, which defines them in social groups in which they participate.
For the first time the roles were considered in the context of groups in Scripps et al. (2007). Four community-based

roles have been defined: ambassadors, big fish, loners, bridges. The roles are counted based on the approximate
number of communities that a node in a network belongs to and the degree of a node relative to it’s immediate
neighbors. However, the dynamics of the groups have not been taken into account.305

In Guimera and Amaral (2005) two measures were proposed related to the internal and external connectivity
of the node with respect to its community. The first - within-module degree - evaluates the relationship between a
node and its community in relation to other nodes in the same community. The second - participation coe�cient -
assesses the connectivity of the node with other communities. Both measures were used to characterize the role of
the node in the community. By setting thresholds (empirically and permanently) for these measures, seven roles have310

been defined. This way of setting thresholds has been criticized in Labatut et al. (2014), because in this way the
thresholds strongly depend on the nature of the analyzed set. Instead of one measure defining the connection with
other communities, three of them have been proposed: diversity (evaluates the number of communities to which the
node is connected (other than own)), intensity (number of external links), heterogeneity (the distribution of external
links over communities). They use the Louvain Blondel et al. (2008) algorithm to find non-overlapping groups, and315

k-means algorithm to find the roles by clustering defined measures. Finally, they assigned role names to individual
clusters. The approach used still did not take into account the aspect of time and changing groups and roles.

In Henderson et al. (2012), RolX - an unsupervised algorithm based on non-negative matrix factorization was
proposed for finding roles. Each node is described as a feature vector, so for n-node network, there are n vectors (one
for each node) with f features. For such node-feature matrix, non-negative matrix factorization is used. RolX allow320

to find similar nodes by comparing their role distributions.
This algorithm was used in the dynamic role changing approach (Rossi et al. (2012), Pei et al. (2018)) for reasons

of e�ciency, automation and scalability. In Rossi et al. (2012), Rossi et al. (2013), Ahmed et al. (2016) roles were
discovered, and then transitions were found between roles while in Pei et al. (2018) a unified model for simultaneous
detection of the role and transition of role in the dynamic social networks has been proposed. Transition matrix role is325

proposed, so roles and transitions are modeled in a unified way. Current and historical views are taken into account:
current view - to find roles in the current state of the network, while the historical view teaches the role transitions
using the role’s past information and the current social network snapshot. In these approaches, roles are analyzed
globally, without finding groups in networks.

A small group creates better conditions for cooperative activities, as opposed to a large group (Nosenzo et al.330

(2015)). There is a tendency to identify the individual with the role and a complementary tendency of the individual
to assume the role for the duration of the interaction. This mechanism is referred to as the tendency to allocate roles
to individuals (Turner (1968)). Changing roles is possible, which is the result of the interim nature of interactions,
where a social process of revising concepts that individuals have regarding the role of their partners is ongoing, as a
result of which the role is rea�rmed or revised (Turner (1978)). The results of the analyses show that individuals can335

lose or gain influential roles. This occurs during interactions, therefore time is very important here. What motivates
the identification of the role of a given individual with the role itself by members of a given social group is the flexible
relation of the actors with individual roles, which in practice means limited possibilities to change the role, reject one
and adopt another (Turner (1978)). Role formation processes also take place in online groups (Welser et al. (2007)).
In this context, the analysis of role dynamics in online groups and factors, that influence it, gains an importance.340

In Zygmunt et al. (2018) authors analyzed relations between roles played by the user at the level of entire portal
and locally on the given groups and noticed that users with influential roles in the groups frequently play significant
roles on the level of the whole portal. In Koźlak et al. (2018) the dynamics of roles in the context of group evolution
and taking into consideration di↵erent types of events describing reorganisation of roles and how they influence the
changes of local roles is analyzed.345

The article Abnar et al. (2014) proposes a method of finding roles based on structural properties of social network.
It is assumed that the network is dynamic, and composed of disjoint groups changing over time using events defined in
Taka↵oli et al. (2011). Four roles were defined: leader, outermost, mediator and outsider, of which the most important
group role is leader, and mediator is important in the context of communication between groups. Distribution of
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closeness measure is used for identification the most important roles. A small, benchmark Enron email network 1 was350

used for verification. Users start to be tracked only when they get the leader role. In the article, the main focus is on
finding mediators - the algorithm is described in detail. This article is the closest to our research.

3. Conception of the approach

The purpose of the presented works is to define a strategy of activities that may indicate how the user should
behave on the social networking site, and indirect goals to set upon themselves, to gain or maintain the high influence.355

The developed model has a set of features that are useful in carrying out this task. It has a well-defined passage of
time and shows a representation of the network in subsequent states (snapshots), defining then the structure of groups
and roles performed by users. This enables an observation of the network evolution between successive states and
examination of roles performed by individual users in groups at that time, identifying whether particular roles have
been maintained or changed.360

The general elements of the conception are presented in Fig. 1. The approach used in this paper consists of the
following steps:

1. Division of dataset into time periods — to analyze dynamics, whole range of time is divided into smaller
periods (called here time periods). With each distinguished period, the static network is being built based on
the interactions taking place in the analyzed period. In Fig. 1 (step 1) selected subsequent time periods and365

network snapshots created for them are presented.
2. Group discovery in each time period — having static network in each time period, we can use algorithms of

group discovery to find groups in each time period. In this paper, we use the Clique Percolation Method (CPM)
2 (Palla et al. (2008, 2005)), in which overlapping groups are formed by combining k–cliques having almost
all common vertices. It is also possible to use any algorithm finding overlapping groups. In Fig. 1 (step 2) the370

identified groups and relations between users within groups are marked with thick lines.
3. Group dynamics discovery — in this step, the goal is to find continuations (called transitions) of groups (i.e.,

we want to match groups from the neighboring time periods). For this case, the SGCI method (Stable Group

Changes Identification) (Gliwa et al. (2012b); Zygmunt et al. (2011, 2012)) finding stable groups was applied.
Stable groups represent groups which exist in a given time period and have successors in required number of375

following time periods. Group successor of a given group is a group in the next time period which fulfills
assumed set of conditions concerning the percent of users which belong to the both groups. In Fig. 1 (step 3)
the connections between successor groups are marked with red dashed lines.

4. Local role discovery — user can be a member of multiple groups and, in each group, they can play a di↵erent
role. Therefore, the analysis of local roles must be connected with a specific group and the interactions inside380

such a group must be taken into consideration. Details of the method of role discovery will be described in
Section 4. In Fig. 1 (step 4) the roles from the set R1 � R5 assigned to given users are shown.

5. Analysis of local roles — this step covers the analyses regarding stability of local roles (i.e., whether users
keep their local roles in groups that are their continuations) and changes of such roles. In our example (Fig.1
(step 4)) the stable roles (users maintaining their roles from previous time periods) have their names written in385

blue color, and the not stable roles (users which acquired roles di↵erent to roles they had in the previous time
period) in the red one.

4. Proposition of approach to role definition

User behavior may be characterized from the point of view of three di↵erent important dimensions such as in-
fluence, activity and a level of cooperation (presented in Sections 2.3, 2.4, 2.5). In our research, the influence is390

especially important, because it decides whether a given user a↵ects other users in his neighborhood and because of it
may be considered as important. The remaining two dimensions are used to better di↵erentiate the behavior of users.

1https://www.cs.cmu.edu/ ./enron/
2www.cfinder.org
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Figure 1: Steps (1–5) in analysis of local roles
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Basing the analysis on elements related to the degrees of activity, the cooperation or competitiveness, and influence
of the bloggers will allow us to create the typology of roles played by the actors in groups operating in the Internet.
By examining changes in groups over time, the dynamics of changes related to the sustainability of specific roles and395

the degree of transition between actors in groups will be captured.
Defined roles have the task of di↵erentiating vertices in such a way that vertices with similar characteristics and

behaviors get to the same role. In this paper we highlighted the following key properties of users in the social media
(Gliwa et al. (2016)) based on the concept of role dimensions:

• Influence – describes the user’s influence on the community, measures the number of other users’ responses to400

his/her activity. A high level of influence characterizes the most significant and best-known users of a given
portal. In the case of analyzed blog portals, we can also distinguish between the post influence and comment
influence. High post influence is particularly important because it means that the user-generated content has a
significant perception in the community, attracting many users who want to comment on it. Stable ownerships
by the users of high post influence determine that they are ones of the key users of a given portal and knowing405

them may even significantly go beyond the boundaries of the portal. Big comment influence is less important
since the content of comments is generally shorter and less recognizable as they are embedded in the topic
context of the post they comment on and the comments made earlier.

• Activity – describes the number of actions performed by the user, the number of performed interactions with
other users, and is associated with its active engagement in the creation of the content without considering its410

quality and the scope of impact on other users. It is a particularly important characteristic of a large population
of average users that build social portals. In the case of analyzed blog portals, we can distinguish between the
user’s activity related to writing posts and/or writing comments. Post activity is a prerequisite to achieve a high
degree of recognition in the groups. Comment activity serves mainly to sustain social relationships and the
recognition of individual users.415

• Cooperativeness – describes additional characteristics of users and is particularly important for interpreting the
behavior of influential people. The user can either limit their activity to respond to the action taking place in
the context of his/her posts, or be willing to respond to the posts written by other users and the comments made
in the context of these posts. This activity builds social relations on the portal and strengthens the importance
of other users by increasing their recognition and possibly stimulates discussion that may further enhance this420

recognition. Such users can be classified as social, in contrast to those users who only build their position
(selfish).

In the process of assigning roles to users, several fundamental parameters are used:

• isPostInfluential – determines whether a given user is considered an influential author of posts, it is related to
writing a su�ciently high number of posts considered influential, a post is considered influential if it has been425

commented by an su�ciently high number of comments, which authors have high post influence.

• isCommentInfluential – determines whether a given user is considered an influential author of comments, it
is related to writing a su�ciently high number of comments considered influential, a comment is considered
influential if it has been commented by an su�ciently high number of comments, which authors have high
comment influence.430

• selfishRatio – determines which part of all comments of the user is written in the context of his posts (and thus
including comments on his posts and subsequent comments on comments to them), when assigning roles, it
considered whether the value selfishRatio is greater or smaller than the selfishRatioTh threshold.

• writtenPosts – number of posts written by the user, when assigning roles, it is taken into account whether the
user has written more or fewer posts than the average number of posts written per user (postNoMean).435

• writtenComments – number of comments written by the user, when assigning roles, it is taken into account
whether the user has written more or fewer comments than the average number of comments written per user
(comNoMean). We assume that the number of comments written by users having influential social roles is not
too low, so it should be higher than a defined threshold writtenCommentsTh.
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Figure 2: Relations between roles

The definition of roles are based on functions that individual perform within a group (Hare (1994)). Given the440

above characteristics, we distinguish between the following roles (the relations between roles with connections to
parameters described above are presented in Fig. 2):

• Influential User Social (InfUsrSoc) – highly influential users (related to writing posts and comments), social in
nature, who write a significant number of comments also to the posts of other users,

• Influential User Selfish (InfUsrSel) – highly influential users (related to writing posts and comments), selfish in445

nature, who write comments primarily in the context of their own posts,

• Influential Blogger Social (InfBlogSoc) – highly influential users (associated only with writing posts), social in
nature, who write a significant parts of the comments also to other users’ posts,

• Influential Blogger Selfish (InfBlogSel) – highly influential users (related only to posts), selfish, who write
comments primarily in the context of their posts,450

• Influential Commentator (InfCom) – highly influential users associated with writing comments,

• Standard Commentator (StdCom) – users who write more than the average number of comments and less than
the average number of user posts,

• Standard User (StdUsr) – users who write posts and comments in quantities greater than the average per user,
but the responses to them are not high enough to have them included in one of the influential roles.455

• Standard Blogger (StdBlog) – users who write less than the average number of comments per user, but more
than the average number of posts,

• Low Active (LoAct) – users who write both posts and comments in amounts less than the calculated mean values
for the considered active bloggers on the portal.

Roles describe the meaning and behavior of the user in the community. Di↵erent types of communities can be460

explored on the blog portal: either globally all users, or locally within the separate communities (groups) strongly
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linked together. Our previous works mainly relate to global roles (Gliwa et al. (2013), Gliwa et al. (2016)), in this
paper we focus on the local roles, in particular groups.

If we deal with a significant group (taking into account its size or members), the user performing an important
role in the group may gain importance in a wider circle, without necessarily being qualified for a significant role at465

the whole portal level. So the group has an impact on the chances of the user to maintain an important role for a long
time. Observation and analysis of such dependencies is one of the important goals of our work.

5. Model of social system for analyzing users behavior

The aim of the defined model is to analyze the behavior of given users in groups of a social portal and to help
distinguishing classes describing di↵erent behaviors as well as to define notions, which are useful in characterising470

influential users, that maintain their important position, loose it, or users who are promoted to important roles. These
notions are then used to describe and interpret experiments presented in Section 6.

In Gliwa et al. (2013), a first model of a social system has been introduced. It was characterized by three elements:
global roles played by given entities in the whole network, stable groups and local roles assigned to entities in each
stable group. Each user at any given point in time may be described by the role played globally and by roles played475

in each group it belongs to. However, so far, the main attention was paid to the analysis of global roles. We have
modified our approach and now propose another version of the model to better understand and describe the whole
system, its components and dependencies between them. The model of the social system S , is represented by the
following n–tuple:

S = (U, L, S G,R, ⇢, ⌧) (1)

where480

U – set of users u (u 2 U),

L – set of links/relations l (l 2 L),

S G – set of stable groups sg (sg 2 S G),

R – set of roles r (r 2 R),

⇢ – function assigning roles to users in given stable groups (see Equation (8)),485

⌧ – function of role transition describing changes of roles of a user belonging to the given stable groups between two
subsequent time periods where the group exists (see Equation (11)). The function returns a pair (ra, rb), where
ra is a role of the user in the considered time period, and rb is the role of this user in the next time period in the
same stable group.

We can represent the social system in time t as S(t). To describe it, for each time period t, we introduce subsets of490

the previously defined sets U, L and S G named Ut, Lt and S Gt expressing the sets of users, links and stable groups
existing in this time period respectively.

Stable group k which exists between ti and t j time slots (represented as sg
k

ti,t j
) is a sequence of the stable group

compositions sgc
k

t
for ti  t  t j:

sg
k = sg

k

ti,t j
= ((sgc

k

ti
, ti), . . . (sgc

k

t j
, t j)) (2)

Stable group composition of group k at time t (sgc
k

t
) is a set of users belonging to the stable group k at this time.495

For these users one can assign also roles played by the users in this group at this time. For a stable group sg
k existing

at time t one can test whether a given user u belongs to it at this time, or not. In a given time period t a user u may
belong to a group sg

k or may be outside this group:

u 2 U ^ (8sg
k 2 S Gt : u 2 sg

k Y u < sg
k) (3)
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A user can play one role (from the R set) in a given stable group and in a given time period t (ti  t  t j).

8
u,sg

k

ti ,t j
,titt j

u 2 sg
k ) 9!r 2 R : r = ⇢(u, sg

k

ti,t j
, t) (4)

The set R contain all user roles described in Section 4.500

R :={In f UsrS oc, In f UsrS el, In f BlogS oc, In f BlogS el, (5)
In fCom, S tdCom, S tdBlog, LoAct}

Among roles in groups we distinguish between two sets of important roles: I1 (which contains roles of users with
influential posts) and I2 (which contains I1 roles extended by InfCom role).

I1 :={In f UsrS oc, In f UsrS el, In f BlogS oc, (6)
In f BlogS el}

I2 :=I1 [ In fCom (7)
={In f UsrS oc, In f UsrS el, In f BlogS oc,

In f BlogS el, In fCom}

Function ⇢ assigns a role r to user u 2 Ut in a stable group sg
k

ti,t j
2 S Gt for a time period t (where ti  t  t j).

⇢(u, sg
k

ti,t j
, t) =

8>><
>>:

r : r 2 R if u 2 sgc
k

t

; if u < sgc
k

t

(8)

For each stable group composition sgc
k

t
we define the densities of the important roles functions '1 and '2:

'1(sgc
k

t
) =

#(I1(sgc
k

t
))

#(sgc
k

t
)

(9)

'2(sgc
k

t
) =

#(I2(sgc
k

t
))

#(sgc
k

t
)

(10)

where:505

• #(I1(sgc
k

t
)) – number of users having a role belonging to I1 set in group composition sgc

k

t
,

• #(I2(sgc
k

t
)) – number of users having a role belonging to I2 set in group composition sgc

k

t
,

• #(sgc
k

t
) – number of all users in group composition sgc

k

t
.

Role transition (⌧) describes the change of the role of the user u between the two subsequent time periods t j and
t j+1, where this group exists and u belongs to it.510

The following assumptions are made:

• ti and tm are first and final time periods of existence of stable group sg
k

ti,tm , where t j+1  tm,

• j is a time period when the group sg
k

ti,tm exists and is not a last time period of its existence,
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Then we define the role transition function (⌧) as:

(u 2 sgc
k

t j
^ u 2 sgc

k

t j+1
)) (⌧(u, sg

k

ti,tm , t j) (11)

= (⇢(u, sg
k

ti,tm , t j), ⇢(u, sg
k

ti,tm , t j+1)))

One can distinguish between di↵erent classes of transitions which have di↵erent features and di↵erent levels of
significance.515

Conditions for important transitions between t j and t j+1 time periods are as follows:

• the same role is preserved:

⌧(u, sg
k

ti,tm , t j) = (ra, rb) : ra = rb, ra, rb 2 R (12)

• important role (from I1 set) is preserved:

⌧(u, sg
k

ti,tm , t j, ) =(ra, rb) : ra 2 I1 ^ rb 2 I1, (13)
ra, rb 2 R

• important role (from I1 set) moves to not important one:

⌧(u, sg
k

ti,tm t j) =(ra, rb) : ra 2 I1 ^ rb 2 R \ I1, (14)
ra, rb 2 R

• not important role moves to important one:520

⌧(u, sg
k

ti,tm , t j) =(ra, rb) : ra 2 R \ I1 ^ rb 2 I1, (15)
ra, rb 2 R

Similar conditions may be introduced taking into consideration the belonging of the user roles to the I2 set.
The proposed model is generic and may be extended to describe di↵erent kinds of system evolution (for example

detailed conditions for stable group identification, di↵erent roles sets, di↵erent kinds of patterns identifying role
transitions, group subsets or group evolution). The elements of the model are used to describe experiments presented
in Section 6.525

6. Experiments concerning role distribution and transitions

The experiments described in this section take advantage of the model presented in Section 5. The main goal is
to verify which user behaviors give them the higher chance of gaining and maintaining a significant position. For this
purpose we examine the character of two popular blog portals.

6.1. Aims of analyses530

The objective of the work is to explore transitions of user roles (di↵erent values of ⌧ function defined in Equation
(11)). Particularly, we are interested in frequency and conditions of appearance of these transitions taking into con-
sideration the important roles related to a post (roles in the I1 set, defined in Equation 6) and comment (some roles
from I1 and role which appear additionally in I2, which is defined in Equation 7).

In relation to this the following is examined:535
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• which portion of users playing given roles in groups remain in groups as a consequence of transition (assuming
that a group has a significant influence on building user position) (Section 6.6.1),

• which portion of users having given roles maintain their roles after the transition (Section 6.6.2),

• which portion of users with important roles maintain the important roles in the next time periods (Section 6.6.2),

• which portion of users with unimportant roles promote to important roles (I1 or I2) in the next time periods540

(Section 6.6.3),

• which portion of users lose important roles (Section 6.6.3),

• which other transitions between given pairs of roles appear frequently (Section 6.6.4).

In order to properly verify the obtained results, we present characteristics describing the features of portals and
the specificity of identified user groups and roles:545

• the numbers of groups with given sizes and numbers of roles (Section 6.3),

• the density of important roles in groups ('1 and '1 functions defined in Equations (9) and (10) ) and depending
on their sizes (Section 6.4),

• the numbers of roles in groups with considered sizes, to verify whether group sizes have influence on the role
distribution and in which way (Section 6.5).550

6.2. Datasets description

The data from the two national blogosheres: Polish blogosphere Salon24
3 and American blog portal The Hu�ng-

ton Post
4 are analysed. Political blogs constitute the largest part of Salon24 portal while The Hu�ngton Post contains

news and blogs from various subjects, where political topics constitute a significant part of all posts, but this topic
does not outnumber other ones as in the case of Salon24.555

Both portals have di↵erent characteristics (Zygmunt and Gliwa (2015)), they di↵er in how the users use them.
There is a strong distinction to be made between posts writers and commentators in The Hu�ngton Post, where
they consitute in reality two separate groups, while there is no such distinction in Salon24. The di↵erences in the
characteristics should also be reflected in the groups found and roles performed by users in the groups.

The data from Salon24 is from a time range of 1.01.2008 – 6.07.2013 and contains 380,700 posts, 5,703,140560

comments and 31,750 authors. The second dataset, The Hu�ngton Post contains data from a period of 1.01.2010
– 14.11.2013 and embraces 414,225 posts, 17,796,819 comments and 680,341 authors. Both datasets have similar
numbers of posts, but in The Hu�ngton Post, there are three times more comments and twenty–five times more
authors. In both cases, the whole period of time was divided into overlapping time periods (called here time slots),
each lasting 7 days, and the neighboring slots overlap each other by 4 days. In this way, the dataset from Salon24565

contains 504 slots, and from The Hu�ngton Post – 345. In each time slot, the static networks were built in the same
way for both data sets (comment model described in Gliwa et al. (2012a)): users are nodes and relations between them
were built based on comments written.

6.3. Characteristic of portals in the context of discovered groups and number of roles

The number of stable groups S G (element of model described in Section 5), identified in all considered time570

slots with their sizes in both datasets, is presented in Fig. 3 (Zygmunt and Gliwa (2015)). One can observe that The

Hu�ngton Post contains more groups overall and this occurs for all group sizes except for groups larger than 100
members. Salon24 has clearly more largest groups with a size larger than 200 members.

In each group, local roles (belonging to the R set), described in Section 4, were discovered based on conception
presented in Sections 3 and 4. Table 1 shows the comparison of distribution of all discovered roles in groups in575

3www.salon24.pl
4www.hu�ngtonpost.com
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Figure 3: Number of stable groups sg
k at given size

Table 1: Comparing percentage of roles (in %) in groups for Salon24 and The Hu�ngton Post

Role Salon24 [%] The Hu�ngton Post [%]

StdBlog 14 8.8
InfBlogSel 3.67 4.9
InfBlogSoc 1.5 0.0002

StdCom 13.12 31.24
InfCom 6.82 9.6
LoAct 46.93 45.47

InfUsrSel 1.57 0
InfUsrSoc 1.25 0

StdUsr 11 0

both datasets: Salon24 and The Hu�ngton Post. In the analyzed period, in Salon24, 198,001 roles in groups were
found. Four most important, influential roles (I1) constitute 7.99% of all roles. InfCom, a relatively less important role
because it is only related to receiving comments, constitutes 6.82%. So, the most important and fairly important roles
(I2) account for about 15% of all roles, almost as much as StdBlog (14%), one of the roles with ordinary importance.

The structure of roles in The Hu�ngton Post is quite di↵erent: more roles in groups were found (245,286), but the580

most influential ones, that are InfUsrSoc, and InfUsrSel (belonging to I1) were not found at all (Table 1). Considering
the much larger number of The Hu�ngton Post users and the similar number of roles in the groups identified for both
sites, significantly fewer The Hu�ngton Post users have been qualified for discovered groups. This is connected to
di↵erent structures of the two portals. If users write posts on Hu�ngton Post, they very rarely comment on them as
opposed to Salon24, where there is no such distinction between users. Also in the The Hu�ngton Post portal many585

users write their comments only very irregularly, addressing them only for particularly interesting posts.
This is also reflected in the diversity of the number of important bloggers: in The Hu�ngton Post they are much

less interested in commenting on posts not created by themselves than in Salon24 (which means more InfBlogSel

and far fewer InfBlogSoc). In The Hu�ngton Post there is a small group of post writers and much a larger one of
commentators, which is reflected in a significantly greater number of commentators (StdCom and InfCom). Both590

services have a comparable number of the low active users, who activate incidentally from time to time.

6.4. Density of important roles in groups with di↵erent sizes

Because there is a di↵erence in the number and size of the groups, as well as in the number and the structure of
roles in both portals (described in Section 6.3), we try to verify whether the density of important roles ('1 and '2)
depends on the size of the group.595

Analyzing the density of important roles ('1 and '2) in both Salon24 and The Hu�ngton Post datasets (Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5), it can be concluded that the shapes of functions for both portals are similar. The di↵erences are that in case of
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Figure 4: Density of important roles '1 and '2 for di↵erent groups sizes in Salon24

The Hu�ngton Post, the value of '2 is higher than for Salon24 and the value of '1 is lower than for Salon24. This is
related to di↵erences between portal characteristics, significantly more frequent presence of InfCom role in groups on
The Hu�ngton Post portal, especially considering it with the relation to the frequencies of significant roles belonging600

to I1 set on given portals.
In both datasets the density of important roles '1 contains significantly lower percentage of users than '2, di↵er-

ences are especially large for groups with sizes between 4 and 10. The highest value of '2 is for groups with size 4,
for higher sizes of groups this value decreases.

Generally, density of important roles in groups with given sizes is relatively high. In more details, '1 di↵ers605

between slightly below 15% for Salon24 and slightly below 10% for The Hu�ngton Post for groups with sizes from
4 to 10. An even higher value is obtained for '2 (which means that this increase is caused by users with influential
commentator role InfCom), which reaches between 25% and 35% for both Salon24 and The Hu�ngton Post, and the
groups with sizes from 4 to 10, the same period as the one considered for '1 function.

The significant frequency of users with influential roles in groups is associated with the fact that to the groups610

belong only users having relevantly strong and stable connections with other users at least within the given group.

6.5. Dependence between sizes of groups and distributions of roles

When analyzing the roles from I1 in both datasets in more details (Figs 6 and 7), we can notice that InfUsrSel and
InfUsrSoc roles have low frequency in majority of groups sizes in Salon24 and do not appear at all in The Hu�ngton

Post. InfBlogSel reaches the highest frequency for rather small groups (with sizes 5–8) and its value strongly decreases615

for higher groups. InfBlogSoc is very low in Salon24 and almost absent in The Hu�ngton Post. The results of the
analyses show that roles oriented toward building ones own position (role type selfish) are the most frequent in small
groups. This confirms the results of research showing that it is easier to achieve an important selfish role in small
groups (Hirvonen (2016)). The existence of cooperation oriented influential users favours the emergence of larger
groups, hence their weaker representation in small groups.620

We can see that InfBlogSoc is rare in all studied groups, this indicates that groups which form on blogs are domi-
nated by competing rather than cooperating roles (Tab 1 shows that selfish roles are more numerous than their social
counterparts in both InfUsrSel/InfUserSoc and InfBlogSel/InfBlogSoc cases). This is because acquiring recognition
while expressing social and cooperative behavior requires actors to have a high level of involvement in the role. They
must post and comment often if they want to achieve and maintain influential positions. In addition, as published625

research has shown, posts must be up-to-date and/or popular (Song et al. (2007); Eirinaki et al. (2012)), which re-
quires analyzing messages that appear in other media, to attract other users, attention and to achieve a high level of
recognition, which translates into maintaining an influential role. As a result, bloggers more often focus solely on
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Figure 5: Density of important roles '1 and '2 for di↵erent groups sizes in The Hu�ngton Post
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Figure 6: Percentage of roles in di↵erent groups sizes in Salon24

achieving their own goal of gaining an influential position, high in the power structure of the group, without engaging
in building and maintaining relationships with other users. Additional important role from I2, InfCom, often appears630

in both datasets in small groups, while in The Hu�ngton Post it has a significantly higher frequency.
The presented analysis indicates the relationship between the size of the group and the roles played by the users,

so the character of the group measured by the number of members contributes to the frequency of influential roles
assigned to users. This shows that as the group grows larger, voluntary engagement in the production of goods
common to the group weakens (in this case: posts and comments). In addition, as the number of members grows,635

the frequency and quality of communication decreases, and the group’s homogeneity weakens, making adopting
influential roles di�cult. This explains why more actors have influential positions in small and medium groups
(Hirvonen (2016)). The only roles which frequencies are independent from group sizes are StdCom and StdUsr in
Salon24, while in The Hu�ngton Post it is true for StdCom in the groups with sizes larger than 3.

The behavior of the users on both social media portals is di↵erent. Users of Salon24 often write both posts and640

comments while on The Hu�ngton Post users are well separated into two group – publishing posts and commenting
them. In Salon24 interactions between users have more frequently a mutual (two sided) character. As a result, roles
are less diverse in The Hu�ngton Post than in Salon24.
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Figure 7: Percentage of roles in di↵erent group size in The Hu�ngton Post

6.6. Transition of roles between groups

A user performing a specific role in a group at a given time slot can, during transition, remain in a group while645

maintaining the role or changing it to another (with lower or higher significance), it may also no longer remain in this
group. It could also happen that a user does not belong to any group. This was discussed in the model description
of ⌧ function (Equation (11)) and its di↵erent forms (Equations (12)-(15)). In Salon24 109,410 roles participate in
transitions in consecutive slots, while in The Hu�ngton Post 48,049 users participate, which is less than half of the
number for Salon24.650

You can see that these values are clearly lower in the case of The Hu�ngton Post, which results from the smaller
regularity of writing posts by influential users of The Hu�ngton Post, than it is in the case of Salon24 users. If there
are so many users with assigned roles which remain in the group in the next slot, it is worth checking which roles
played by users are stable and which are not.

6.6.1. Roles remaining in groups during transition655

The aim of the experiments described in this section is to check which percentages of each kind of role remain in
group after transitions (Tab. 2). Especially interesting roles are those that belong to I1 or I2 sets. In both considered
datasets the most influential roles in the majority of cases still belong to groups. Generally, in the case of The

Hu�ngton Post portal, significantly smaller percentages of users remain in groups.
In Salon24 (Tab. 2), the roles which most frequently remain in groups during the next time slot are the most660

important ones: InfUsrSoc and InfUsrSel (95% and 90% respectively) as well as InfBlogSoc (95%). Users having
InfBlogSel role much less often remain in the group (in about 77% of cases), it is the consequence of frequently
weaker connection of such users with other users belonging to the group and significantly less systematic writing of
posts by them. In the case of The Hu�ngton Post, the highest percentage of roles which remain in groups are for
InfBlogSel (almost 64%), and InfCom (55%) which are the most frequent important roles in this dataset.665

6.6.2. Maintaining roles during transitions

Subsequent analysis concerns a verification of which portion of users, which remain in their groups in the next
time slots (described in Section 6.6.1), preserves the roles they had in the previous time slots.

In Tab. 3 one can see the percentage of transitions to the group with preserved roles (column Keep role) in the
next time slot or those that have the role that belongs to important influential roles in sets I1 or I2 (it is described in670

the next Section 6.6.3) on the next time slot. In table cells, the first number concerns Salon24 and the second one The

Hu�ngton Post.
When analyzing what percentage of users have maintained their roles in Salon24 (Tab. 3 column Keep role),

a significant part of roles from I1 maintain their roles, but when comparing percentages of users with given roles
maintaining their roles in both datasets one can see that the part of preserved given roles is higher in The Hu�ngton675

Post. These higher percentages may be partly explained by the fact, that some roles do not appear in the The Hu�ngton
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Table 2: Percent of roles remaining in a group in consecutive slots

Role Salon24 The Hu�ngton Post

StdBlog 60.17 55.53
InfBlogSel 77.20 63.56
InfBlogSoc 95.01 —–
InfUsrSel 90.59 —–
InfUsrSoc 95.01 —–
StdCom 85.63 48.70
InfCom 81.60 55.30
StdUsr 87.33 —–
LoAct 55.44 39.48

Post, so the choices of changing roles to another ones are limited. In the case of Salon24 the highest stable roles from
the I1 set are: InfUsrSel, InfBlogSel and InfUsrSoc, while in The Hu�ngton Post they is InfBlogSel. Relatively many
InfCom roles (from I2 set) maintain their role. Especially, many users (78% and 80% in Salon24 and The Hu�ngton

Post) with low important LoAct role keep their roles, which means that users with activities below average usually680

remain on that low level.
Concluding then, one can observe a high stability of important roles belonging to I1 or I2 in both datasets. For

users with less important roles, if they remain in groups, they do not change their behavior in their groups and more
often maintain their roles than change them. In general the stability of important roles is lower than the stability of
not important ones.685

6.6.3. Promotion and demotion of roles

The next research problem is to verify which roles give the highest chance to maintain an important role or to
promote to such a role by a given user, which means that a user either keeps an influential (belonging to I1 or to I2)
role or changes the role to one of the influential roles.

An analysis of the probability of obtaining important roles belonging to I1 can also provide useful information690

(Tab. 3, column I1). For Salon24, a significant part of the important roles remains important (still belonging to I1)
– it is true for InfUsrSel (71.79%), InBlogSel (61.95%), InfUsrSoc (61.42%) and InfBlogSoc (45.16%). So, among
the most influential roles, the InfUsrSel is the most stable role and the InfBlogSoc is the least stable. In the case of
The Hu�ngton Post, the only influential role that is frequent and has a significant chance of maintaining its influential
position is the role of InfBlogSel.695

One can see that those roles oriented on building their own influence in the context of their own posts (selfish

roles) are more stable than the more cooperative roles. Influential roles of User type, are more stable than Bloger

type roles. It is a consequence of smaller dependency on activities of other users, for example, posts with interesting
topics published by them and the fact that the communities of users strongly connected with a given user by intensive
commenting on their posts create stable connections. The chances of being promoted to influential roles (belonging700

to I1 set) are quite significant for InfCom on the Salon24 portal - 8.70 %, there is no similar chance on The Hu�ngron

Post.
In Salon24, among less influential roles, only users with StdUsr role (8.96%) and StdBlog role (6.84%) have some

chances to move up to significant roles. In the case of The Hu�ngton Post, the users with the role of StdBlg (24.52
%) have even a much greater chance of being promoted to an influential role (24.52%).705

We will now consider promotions of non-significant roles to the role of InfCom (which is the di↵erence between
the sets of I2 - I1). In salon24, quite a few chances (over 7.5%) for such promotion have the roles StdCom and StdUsr,
and so the roles have a significant (above average) number of written comments. Thanks to their quantity, they manage
to achieve the necessary level of their influence to be promoted to this role. In The Hu�ngton Post, the situation is
similar: StdCom has a significant chance (about 10%) to be promoted to the role of InfCom.710

Demotion of users, considering their influence, can be classified into two categories: demotion of influential users
(belonging to the I1) and demotion of users having the role of InfCom. In the first case, for Salon24 influential roles,
the highest risk of demotion (falling out of I1) is for InfBlogSoc role (55%). In The Hu�ngton Post the probability
of demotion of the only influential role on this portal (InfBlogSel) - 41%, is slightly higher than a chance of demotion
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Table 3: Percentage of stable transition from given role to the same role (Keep role) or to one of influential roles belonging to I1 or I2 in groups in
next slot Salon24/The Hu�ngtonPost

from role Keep role I1 I2

StdBlog 60.96/74.89 6.84/24.52 9.74/24.52
InfBlogSel 46.85/59.05 61.95/59.05 64.26/59.05
InfBlogSoc 24.60/—– 45.16/—– 51.07/—–
InfUsrSel 49.10/—– 71.79/—– 79.08/—–
InfUsrSoc 44.27/—– 61.42/—– 76.02/—–
StdCom 59.70/72.31 1.94/0 9.70/10.10
InfCom 39.16/50.60 8.71/0 47.87/50.60
StdUsr 57.82/—– 8.96/—– 16.60/—–
LoAct 78.59/81.22 1.66/0.12 4.90/5.73

for the same role in Salon24 – 38%. In the second case, the role of InfCom has a similar chance of demotion to the715

usual role on both portals (about 50%).

6.6.4. Frequent transitions between pairs of roles

In Section 6.6.3, only promotions to important roles (I1 or I2) were analyzed. Now we analyse not only these
promotions, but the frequent transitions between all considered roles. In Tabs 4 and 5, the transitions between given
pairs of roles for both datasets are considered. In the rows, the percentages of transitions to other roles for given720

source roles are described. The names of source roles are in the column labeled from role, in subsequent columns,
the results for given destinations roles are presented (labels to role). The last column (labeled in groups) describes the
portion of roles that remain in groups after transition (described in detail in Section 6.6.1), remaining owners of given
roles do not belong to any groups in the subsequent time slot.

Frequent transitions between roles can be considered from the perspectives of three highlighted dimensions de-725

scribing the roles: activity, influence, and cooperativeness/competition. To characterize the nature of a given frequent
transition, we decided to introduce the following designations: i – influence, and a – activity, c - cooperativeness,
the indexes p and c used for i and a mean the post and comment influences and activities respectively, and (+/�)
characters mean acquisition or loss of a given feature. These symbols are used in the text below and in Fig. 8, where
the characteristics of frequent transitions on the analyzed portals are given.730

Frequent transitions (marked in bold in Tab. 4) for Salon24 portal for each input roles are as follows:

• from StdBlog:

– to StdUsr – increase of the total number of comments to above the average (ac+),

– to LoAct – descrease of the total number of posts to below the average (ap�),

• from InfBlogSel:735

– to StdBlog – lose post influence (ip�),

– to StdUsr – lose post influence, keep writing many posts and comments, not guaranteeing preserving sig-
nificant post influence, because of not interesting subjects of posts, group reorganization or disappearing
the users, commenting on their posts so far, from the group (ip�),

• from InfBlogSoc:740

– to StdBlog – lose the post and comments influence as well as high cooperativeness (ip�c�),

– to StdUsr – lose the post and comments influence (ip�),

– to LoAct – lose the influence of post and their number of posts is below average, so they do not write too
many of them (ip�c�ap�),

• from InfUsrSel:745
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Figure 8: Frequent transitions between roles (blocks with blue background – input roles, blocks with pink background – output roles, frequent
transitions for Salon24 – solid lines, frequent transitions for The Hu�ngton Post – dotted line, thick borders of blocks – roles which appear on both
portals, thin borders of blocks – roles which appear only in Salon24), indexes on lines represent characteristics of the transitions – red for Salon24,
violet for The Hu�ngton Post

– to InfBlogSel – lose the comment influence, because of the limitation of the written comments or the
limitation of reactions to them (ic�),

• from InfUsrSoc:

– to InfCom – lose the post influence of the post, retains the comment influence, most likely it is related with
the lack of written posts and limiting themselves to writing comments (ip�ap�),750

– to StdUsr – lose post and comment influence, but still write above average numbers of posts and comments,
decrease of influence may be caused by the change in the groups’ composition (ip�c�),

• from StdCom:

– to LoAct – the numbers of comments decrease from above average to below average (ac�),

• from InfCom:755

– to StdCom – comments have ceased to be influential, because of either changes in the composition of
the groups or changes on topics commented on by the user – new topics do not provoke further discus-
sions/more comments (ic�),

– to StdUsr – comments have stopped being influential, their posts and comments are above average numbers
(ic�),760

– to LoAct – comments have ceased to be influential, numbers of their posts and comments are below average
(ic�ac�),

• from StdUsr:
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Table 4: Percentage of transitions from a given role to an other role Salon24: (1): StdBlog, (2): InfBlogSel, (3): InfBlogSoc, (4): InfUsrSel, (5):
InfUsrSoc, (6): StdCom, (7): InfCom, (8): StdUsr, (9): LoAct, (in groups): percent of roles of users which remain in groups in consecutive time
slots

to role

from (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (in
role groups)

(1) 61 4 1 0.8 4 1 2 13 15 60.17
(2) 14 47 4 9 2 2 2 10 9 77.20
(3) 11 8 25 2 9 8 6 19 12 95.01
(4) 5 15 1 49 6 2 7 9 4 90.59
(5) 3 2 7 7 44 6 15 10 5 95.01
(6) 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.2 5 17 8 6 23 85.63
(7) 4 1 1 2 4 17 40 13 17 81.60
(8) 12 3 2 2 2 8 8 58 6 87.33
(9) 5 0.7 0.4 0.2 0.2 10 3 2 79 55.44

– to StdBlog – their numbers of comments in the group decrease to below the average, as consequences of
stopping writing numerous comments or commented users left the group (ac�),765

• from LoAct:

– to StdCom – the number of comments written in the groups increased, before they were below average,
now they are above it (ac+).

For the The Hu�ngton Post portal, frequent transitions (marked in bold in Tab.5) are as follows:

• from StdBlog:770

– to InfBlogSel – their already numerous posts have gained influence, they do not comment too much (ip+),

• from InfBlogSel:

– to StdBlog – they lose post influence, like happens in Salon24 (ip�),

• from StdCom:

– to InfCom – their numerous, above average, comments become influential – this frequent transition did775

not occur in Salon24 (ic+),

– to LoAct – numbers of comments decrease from above the average to below it – as in Salon24 (ac�),

• from InfCom:

– StdCom – comments ceased to be influential, like in Salon24 (ic�),

– LoAct – comments ceased to be influential, his posts and comments are few – below average – as in780

Salon24 (ic�ac�),

• from LoAct:

– to StdCom – the number of comments in the group increased, before they were below the average, now
they are above it, like in Salon24 (ac+).

Most frequent transitions between roles (omitting the most frequent transitions of maintaining the previous roles)785

are associated with the demotion of the importance of the role, some are also associated with an increase and decrease
of the level of activities. Transitions between influential competitive and cooperative roles are not frequent, this is
due to the necessity of introducing fundamental changes in the functioning of a given blogger, so that such a change
would be possible. Looking at Tables 3, 4 and 5, one can see that competitive influential roles are characterized by
greater stability than cooperative roles, which can lose influence much easier.790
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Table 5: Percentage of transitions from a given role to an other role The Hu�ngton Post: (1): StdBlog, (2): InfBlogSel, (3): StdCom, (4): InfCom,
(5): LoAct, (in groups) percent of roles of users which remain in groups in consecutive time slots

to role

from role (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (in groups)

(1) 75 25 0 0 1 55.53
(2) 39 59 0 0 2 63.56
(3) 0 0 73 10 18 48.70
(4) 0 0 29 51 20 55.30
(5) 0 0 13 6 81 39.48

This clearly shows that activity is an important factor influencing the position that an individual actor performs
in a group. Influential roles require high activity, its decline leads to the loss of a position in the group. Users
with cooperative roles (InfBlogSoc or InfCom) are the ones which the least frequently maintain significant roles after
transitions. This is due to the fact that occupying the role of an influential blogger, focused not only on engaging in
activities aimed at building their own position in the group, but also oriented towards maintaining relationships within795

the group, requires high activity. Posting and commenting on other users’ posts may change over time and they lose
recognition when their blog activity is reduced. As a result, they lose the position of an influential blogger and become
standard bloggers.

Hence, bloggers, whose influential positions are based on self-directed activity are less likely to lose their position
in groups over time. They are focused on maintaining their influential role, which keeps them highly engaged with a800

high degree of recognition, which is less engaging because it focuses only on publishing one’s own posts and writing
comments to these posts. This is confirmed by studies conducted by Agarwal et al. (2008); Akritidis et al. (2009); Cai
and Chen (2012), who analyzed the interrelationship between bloggers activity and the degree of influence of their
position in a group.

In The Hu�ngton Post, significant part of users writing posts do it with lower regularity than users in Salon24.805

Given that several important roles (such as InfUsrSel, or InfUsrSoc) are not identified in The Hu�ngton Post, the
users of that portal can only increase their importance by changing roles to InfBlogSel, but it would require a very
fundamental change of their user behavior and much more active and successful post writing (Tab. 5). Taking into
consideration specific characteristics of The Hu�ngton Post, such a change of role would be very di�cult to achieve.

6.7. Summary of experiments810

The results described in the paper show that individuals tend to maintain their position more often than change
it. This indicates that actors strongly identify themselves with roles in online groups, and, similarly as in real life.
Assigned roles are more likely to lose influence, while they rarely gain the more influential ones. It is a consequence of
the fact, that users usually follow the adapted behavior patterns. The demotion of the role is frequently a consequence
of reduction of activities performed on the portal. In large groups, it is harder to become influential, as can be seen815

in both Salon24 and The Hu�ngton Post. It is easier to be influential and maintain users’ influence by consistently
building one’s own position, rather than disseminate comments in the context of other users’ posts.

We identified the frequent transitions between roles on both portals (Fig. 8) . One can see similar trends when it
comes to frequent user transitions between roles on both sites (taking into account the fact that certain roles, due to the
nature of this portal, do not appear on the The Hu�ngton Post, which has influenced the limited number of transitions820

occurring there). This confirms the universality of the adopted definitions of roles.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, an analysis of user behavior in social groups in the context of played roles was conducted. A
set of roles based on the concept of three dimensions (activity, influence and cooperativeness/competition) which
characterize di↵erent important features of user behavior justified by sociological approaches and proposed by authors825

was introduced. Taking advantage on proposed definitions of roles, a model of social system, which defines a set of
notions used to describe conducted experiments, was built. The model has a character balanced between generality and
detailedness, is flexible and may be extended in the future containing with new elements (e.g., by text and sentiment
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analysis, topic modeling, or specific features of other social portals). After performing numerous experiments, several
conclusions concerning the impact of group size on the chance of gaining influential roles, or chances of keeping or830

being promoted to influential roles, were drawn.
A distinction is made between influential roles that are more stable and less stable. Stable roles are the roles which

are frequently maintain by users is the subsequent time periods. The most frequent transition from users having each
kind of role in the given time periods to the roles these users have in the next time periods were identified. The most
frequent reasons of changes of particular roles were identified, they are usually related either to the loss of influence or835

change (increase or decrease) of activity. We distinguish the most influential roles (Influential User Social, Influential

User Selfish, Influential Blogger Social, Influential Blogger Selfish), influential but not as influential as these from this
first group (Influential Commentator), and other roles which are not considered as influential. Translations of users
from influential roles to other roles mean that their influence was decreased.

The users most often preserve their roles, but when they change, the demotion of roles occurs more often than840

its promotion. The most numerous in groups are no active users which do not try to increase their significance in
time. The greatest e↵ort needs to be put into preserving influential social (cooperative) roles, which are the most
desirable for forming groups. This di�culty comes from the fact, that they are engaged not only in developing their
own position but also in supporting the development of significance of other users within the group.

To obtain important roles, it is easier to acquire a role with a high degree of cooperativeness, but such a role is845

easier to loose than a non–cooperative one. This is why it is most often easier for a user with not important role to
gain an important role by obtaining a cooperative version of the important role, but when the importance is achieved,
the highest chance to maintain it results in a transition to non–cooperative role which is more stable.

The collected data shows that the dynamics of moving to higher positions is much more di�cult than falling to
lower positions. This shows that the building up and maintaining an influential role, that requires high recognition,850

activity and the creation of influential posts and/or comments is related to the hierarchical nature of the leadership
structure (Thomas et al. (2013)). Leadership, both focused on building ones own position and being oriented towards
social relationships, demands that the actor be active and maintain a high level of recognition.

Conclusions from the conducted analyses may help to better choose activities aimed at gaining an influential
position in the community while limiting the costs associated with being up to date with events reflected on a given855

portal and performing activities significantly a↵ecting other users.
As part of the further work, we want to focus primarily on a more comprehensive analysis of the life cycles

of individual user categories, taking into account the di↵erent roles they perform either at the level of the whole
community, or within the individual groups to which they belong. Aiming at it we intend to introduce modified
definitions of roles taking into account also the stability of individual behaviors and his/hers more distant history.860

We intend to use such representation also for predicting future roles of users, focusing primarily on consideration of
a situations where a user strengthens his position, maintains it or loses it. Another direction of further work is the
analysis of various other social media, eg. Twitter, using the set of roles presented in the paper, with some possible
modifications.
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